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 ini fix to work. I'm guessing by the speed at which this patch comes through it's going to take the new dev team ages to do a full
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1.9 update for Skyrim, but in the meantime we can get it up in the way that we have all been asking for - the 1.9 modded
alchemy overhaul. If you are still on 1.8, well you are still on 1.8, you can just download this patch and update your game to
1.9.32.0.0 as soon as it comes out.I'll try to keep up with when the new 1.9.32.0.8 version comes through so keep checking

back.1.9.32.0.0 "1.9.32.0.0 is currently in testing with some minor bugfixes to address some lingering game mechanics
problems. 1.9.32.0.1 will be out in a few days with some more cool changes to the modding and game mechanics." 1.9.32.0.0
So, without further delay, here's the link to get 1.9.32.0.0, it's still a beta, so expect bugs, so keep reporting. If you are playing
on the Stable version of Skyrim, just download the 1.9.32.0.0.4 "and update your game to 1.9.32.0.0. Shouldn't take too long,
1.9.32.0.0 should be out in a few days." Looks great. Is there a way to do this in the existing installer, i.e. the one that's being
added to when you run the installer for 1.9? Or, am I going to have to use the standalone installer to get this on there?Thanks,

-DaveLately: SkyrimGTA IVMy fan art: All I've ever wanted - TF2 Fan Art - ENDSkylunky's RadalVaal's: Rock Paper
ShotgunEvery Link is an Adventure! - The Four Horsemen You can follow me at Twitter @Sharpshooter66, I tweet a lot of

garbage I did a test in-game and everything looked like it was working fine. It does require you to start a new game to put it into
effect, but I have not noticed any adverse performance changes at all. @Silkret: Yea, as long as you have a working save from

the 82157476af
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